Plenary speaker: Frank Wilczek,
MIT, ASU, JiaoTong Univ., Stockholm Univ.
Quantum Computing and Anyons
Invited speakers:
Brent Young, AOSense, Inc.
Quantum sensors and atomic clocks –
Successes, capabilities, and challenges
Daniel Queen, Northrop Grumman Corporation
Materials Origin of Loss in Superconducting
Circuits
Frank Libsch, IBM
Ubiquitous computing with small computers
Jungsang Kim, Duke University & Ion Q, Quantum
computing based on trapped ion technology
Justin Gonzales, Arizona State University
A new development: “Smart” dielectric materials
for advanced microwave systems

2019 LAWRENCE WORKSHOP ON SOLID-STATE TECHNOLOGY
Thursday, February 14 - Friday, February 15, 2019
University Club on the Arizona State University Campus, Tempe AZ 85287
The Lawrence Workshop on Solid-State Technology provides a forum for presentations and discussions of recent
developments, critical issues and potential future directions in solid-state technology. This forum will address
fundamental and practical challenges in materials that are used in advanced computing, photovoltaic, light
emitting diode, high power, high speed digital , microwave and superconducting devices.
In the workshop, 12 invited speakers will be asked to discuss the “big questions” facing the most
promising future technologies. Topics will range from very fundamental to applied and will cover subjects ranging
from materials to devices. Each speaker will give a brief introduction on the current state of the field, what nearterm steps can be taken to answer the question(s) and the resulting impact on fundamental science,
practical technology and our society. Each speaker will be given 35 minutes for presentation and 5 minutes
for discussion.

The 2019 Lawrence Workshop on Solid State Technology will be held at the University Club on the Arizona State
University campus for a full day on February 14 and a half day on February 15. The University Club can hold up
Lucian Shifren, ARM
to 80 participants, so it will be large enough to be interesting, but small enough to be very personal and
The end of Moore's Law, a chance for innovation
interactive.
everywhere
Organizing Committee
Nathan Newman, Chair (ASU) , David Ferry (ASU),
Michael Lanagan, Penn State
Microwave Dielectric Response of Insulators and
Jim Huffman (LSRL)
David Larbalestier (FSU/NHFML),
Important deadline
Interfaces
Subhash Mahajan (U.C. Davis), Daniel Queen (NGC)
Early registration: Jan. 15, 2019
Nasser Peyghambarian, University of Arizona
Mac Robinson (LSRL)
Robert Wisnieff (IBM),
Role of optics and photonics in computing
Jerry Woodall (U.C. Davis)
Registration
Richard Fu, Northumbria University, Newcastle,UK
The standard registration fee is $100 ($125 after 1/15/2019 preregistration deadline) and the
A sound idea: Thin film piezoelectrics to realize
student
registration fee is $40 ($50 after 1/15/2019). Registration includes tickets for breakfasts and
medical lab-on-a-chip
lunches during the Workshop, and the banquet dinner on Thursday evening
Robert Wisnieff, IBM
Progress toward useful Quantum Computers

Tengming Shen, Lawrence Berkeley Labs
Advances in high-field superconducting magnets
for frontiers in physics, energy, and medical
applications
Trevor Lanting, D-wave Systems
Development of Quantum Annealing Technology
at D-Wave Systems
Vivuds Ozolins, Yale University
Mathematically rigorous density funcitonal theory
methods for computational design & discovery of
new materials

Website: https://lw.engineering.asu.edu/
Many thanks to our sponsors:

